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The debate is as old as physical competition. Are
stars like Usain Bolt, Michael Phelps, and Serena
Williams genetic freaks put on Earth to dominate
their respective sports? Or are they simply normal
people who overcame their biological limits throug
The highly anticipated sequel to the instant New
York Times bestseller, A Good Girl's Guide to
Murder! More dark secrets are exposed in this
addictive, true-crime fueled mystery. Pip is not a
detective anymore. With the help of Ravi Singh, she
released a true-crime podcast about the murder
case they solved together last year. The podcast has
gone viral, yet Pip insists her investigating days are
behind her. But she will have to break that promise
when someone she knows goes missing. Jamie
Reynolds has disappeared, on the very same night
the town hosted a memorial for the sixth-year
anniversary of the deaths of Andie Bell and Sal
Singh. The police won't do anything about it. And if
they won't look for Jamie then Pip will, uncovering
more of her town's dark secrets along the way... and
this time everyone is listening. But will she find him
before it's too late?
In February 2008, Bill Walton, after climbing to the
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top of every mountain he ever tried, suffered a
catastrophic spinal collapse--the culmination of a
lifetime of injuries--that left him in excruciating,
debilitating, and unrelenting pain. Unable to walk, he
underwent pioneering surgery and slowly recovered.
The ordeal tested Walton to the fullest, but with
extraordinary determination and sacrifice, he
recovered. Now Bill Walton shares his life story in
this remarkable memoir. Walton, the son of parents
with no interest in athletics, played basketball in
every spare moment. An outstanding player on a
great high school team, he only wanted to play for
John Wooden at UCLA--and Wooden wanted him.
Walton was deeply influenced by the culture of the
1960s, but he respected the thoughtful, rigorous
Wooden, who seemed immune to the turmoil of the
times. Other than his parents, Wooden would be the
greatest influence in Walton's life--the two would
speak nearly every day for 43 years until Wooden's
death. Throughout a brilliant championship career,
accumulating injuries would afflict Walton. He would
lose almost two-thirds of his playing time to injury.
After his playing days ended, Walton chose a career
in broadcasting, despite being a lifelong
stutterer--once again he overcame a physical
limitation and eventually won multiple broadcasting
accolades. Wooden once said that no greatness
ever came without sacrifice--nothing better illustrates
this notion than Walton's life.--Adapted from dust
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jacket.
"A transfixing book on how to sustain peak
performance and avoid burnout" —Adam Grant, New
York Times bestselling author of Option B, Originals,
and Give and Take "An essential playbook for
success, happiness, and getting the most out of
ourselves." Arianna Huffington, author of Thrive and
The Sleep Revolution "I doubt anyone can read
Peak Performance without itching to apply
something to their own lives." —David Epstein, New
York Times bestselling author of The Sports Gene A
few common principles drive performance,
regardless of the field or the task at hand. Whether
someone is trying to qualify for the Olympics, break
ground in mathematical theory or craft an artistic
masterpiece, many of the practices that lead to great
success are the same. In Peak Performance, Brad
Stulberg, a former McKinsey and Company
consultant and writer who covers health and the
science of human performance, and Steve Magness,
a performance scientist and coach of Olympic
athletes, team up to demystify these practices and
demonstrate how you can achieve your best. The
first book of its kind, Peak Performance combines
the inspiring stories of top performers across a range
of capabilities—from athletic to intellectual and
artistic—with the latest scientific insights into the
cognitive and neurochemical factors that drive
performance in all domains. In doing so, Peak
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Performance uncovers new linkages that hold
promise as performance enhancers but have been
overlooked in our traditionally-siloed ways of
thinking. The result is a life-changing book in which
you can learn how to enhance your performance via
myriad ways including: optimally alternating between
periods of intense work and rest; priming the body
and mind for enhanced productivity; and developing
and harnessing the power of a self-transcending
purpose. In revealing the science of great
performance and the stories of great performers
across a wide range of capabilities, Peak
Performance uncovers the secrets of success, and
coaches you on how to use them. If you want to take
your game to the next level, whatever "your game"
may be, Peak Performance will teach you how.
This is the latest volume in the IOC Encyclopaedia of
Sports Medicine series, summarizing the evidence
from all relevant sources on the genetic and
molecular basis of sports and other human physical
performance. The initial chapters address the basic
science of genomics and genetics and the regulation
of gene expression. Additional chapters provide
authoritative information on the genetics of complex
performance phenotypes, the contributions of small
animal research, family and twin studies, and ethnic
comparisons. A final section addresses the issue of
the contribution of specific genes and molecular
markers as related to endurance, strength and
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power, and responsiveness to specific conditioning
programs. This latest volume in the Encyclopaedia of
Sports Medicine Series from the Medical
Commission of the International Olympic Committee
is a must for sports and exercise scientists who
require a thorough guide to the most cutting edge
science in this expanding field.
"If Mr. and Mrs. Smith had kids and wrote a
parenting book, this is what you'd get: a practical
guide for how to utilize key spy tactics to teach kids
important life skills--from self-defense to effective
communication to conflict resolution." --Working
Mother Christina was a single, successful CIA
analyst with a burgeoning career in espionage when
she met fellow spy, Ryan, a hotshot field operative
who turned her world upside down. They fell in love,
married, and soon they were raising three children
from his first marriage, and later, two more of their
own. Christina knew right away that there was
something special about the way Ryan was
parenting his kids, although she had to admit their
obsession with surviving end-of-world scenarios and
their ability to do everything from archery to
motorcycle riding initially gave her pause. More than
that, Ryan's kids were much more security savvy
than most adults she knew. She soon realized he
was using his CIA training and field experience in his
day-to-day child-rearing. And why shouldn't he? The
CIA trains its employees to be equipped to deal with
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just about anything. Shouldn't parents strive to do
the same for their kids? As Christina grew into her
new role as a stepmom and later gave birth to their
two children, she got on board with Ryan's unique
parenting style--and even helped shape it using her
own experiences at the CIA. Told through honest
and relatable parenting anecdotes, Christina shares
their distinctive approach to raising confident,
security-conscious, resilient children, giving practical
takeaways rooted in CIA tradecraft along the way.
License to Parent aims to provide parents with the
tools necessary to raise savvier, well-rounded kids
who have the skills necessary to navigate through
life.
Praise for Mind Gym "Believing in yourself is
paramount to success for any athlete. Gary's lessons
and David's writing provide examples of the
importance of the mental game." --Ben Crenshaw,
two-time Masters champion and former Ryder Cup
captain "Mind Gym hits a home run. If you want to
build mental muscle for the major leagues, read this
book." --Ken Griffey Jr., Major League Baseball MVP
"I read Mind Gym on my way to the Sydney
Olympics and really got a lot out of it. Gary has
important lessons to teach, and you'll find the
exercises fun and beneficial." --Jason Kidd, NBA AllStar and Olympic gold-medal winner In Mind Gym,
noted sports psychology consultant Gary Mack
explains how your mind influences your performance
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on the field or on the court as much as your physical
skill does, if not more so. Through forty accessible
lessons and inspirational anecdotes from prominent
athletes--many of whom he has worked with--you will
learn the same techniques and exercises Mack uses
to help elite athletes build mental "muscle." Mind
Gym will give you the "head edge" over the
competition.
In this ground-breaking and entertaining exploration
of athletic success, award-winning writer David
Epstein gets to the heart of the great nature vs.
nurture debate, and explodes myths about how and
why humans excel. Along the way, Epstein exposes
the flaws in the so-called 10,000-hour rule that states
that rigorous practice from a young age is the only
route to success. He shows why some skills that we
imagine are innate are not - like the bullet-fast
reactions of a baseball player - and why other
characteristics that we assume are entirely
voluntary, like the motivation to practice, might in fact
have important genetic components. Throughout,
The Sports Gene forces us to rethink the very nature
of success.
This second edition of Genetics and Sports expands
on topics previously discussed in an attempt to
create an integrated and holistic understanding of
the field of sports genomics. It is an update on
technologies and on the role of genetics in training,
performance, injury, and other exercise-related
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phenotypes. Ethical concerns and the importance of
counselling before and after genetic testing are also
addressed. It is increasingly important to understand
the field of genetics and sports because of the
potential to use and misuse information. All exercise
scientists, sport and exercise clinicians, athletes, and
coaches need to be adequately informed to ensure
that genetic information is accurately and properly
used. Genetics and Sports is, therefore, highly
recommended to all of these groups.
Canada's beloved comic genius tells his own story
for the first time. What is Rick Mercer going to do
now? That was the question on everyone's lips when
the beloved comedian retired his hugely successful
TV show after 15 seasons—and at the peak of its
popularity. The answer came not long after, when he
roared back in a new role as stand-up-comedian,
playing to sold-out houses wherever he appeared.
And then Covid-19 struck. And his legions of fans
began asking again: What is Rick Mercer going to do
now? Well, for one thing, he's been writing a comic
masterpiece. For the first time, this most private of
public figures has turned the spotlight on himself, in
a memoir that's as revealing as it is hilarious. In
riveting anecdotal style, Rick charts his rise from
highly unpromising schoolboy ("Rick still owes 15
dollars to the chocolate bar fundraiser" was one of
the less brutal items on a typical report) to heights of
TV fame, by way of an amazing break as a teenager
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when his one-man show, "Show Me the Button, I'll
Push It. Or, Charles Lynch Must Die," became an
overnight sensation—thanks in part to a bizarre
ambush by its target, Charles Lynch himself. That's
one story you won't soon forget, and this book is full
of them. There's the tale of how little Rick stole a tree
from the neighbours that's set to become a new
Christmas classic. There's Rick the aspiring
actor—hitting the road as a new young punk in a
vanload of hippies and appearing on stage in
Shakespeare—and a wealth of behind-scenes
revelations about This Hour Has 22 Minutes, Made
in Canada, Talking to Americans and the coming of
the mega-hit Rick Mercer Report. It's a life so packed
with incident and laughter we can only hope that a
future answer to "What is Rick Mercer going to do
now?" is: "Write volume two."
The tennis classic from Olympic gold medalist and
ESPN analyst Brad Gilbert, now featuring a new
introduction with tips drawn from the strategies of
Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic, Serena Williams,
Andy Murray, and more, to help you outthink and
outplay your toughest opponents A former Olympic
medalist and now one of ESPN’s most respected
analysts, Brad Gilbert shares his timeless tricks and
tips, including “some real gems” (Tennis magazine)
to help both recreational and professional players
improve their game. In the new introduction to this
third edition, Gilbert uses his inside access to
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analyze current stars such as Serena Williams and
Rafael Nadal, showing readers how to beat better
players without playing better tennis. Written with
clarity and wit, this classic combat manual for the
tennis court has become the bible of tennis
instruction books for countless players worldwide.
Meet Tim Tebow: He grew up playing every sport
imaginable, but football was his true passion. Even
from an early age, Tim has always had the drive to
be the best player and person that he could be.
Through his hard work and determination, he
established himself as one of the greatest
quarterbacks in the history of college football and as
a top prospect in the NFL. Now, in Through My
Eyes: A Quarterback's Journey, he shares the
behind-the-scenes details of his life, on and off the
football field. Tim writes about his life as he chooses
to live it, revealing how his Christian faith, his family
values, and his relentless will to succeed have
molded him into the person and the athlete he is
today.
From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping
Point, Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of
Success overturns conventional wisdom about
genius to show us what makes an ordinary person
an extreme overachiever. Why do some people
achieve so much more than others? Can they lie so
far out of the ordinary? In this provocative and
inspiring book, Malcolm Gladwell looks at everyone
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from rock stars to professional athletes, software
billionaires to scientific geniuses, to show that the
story of success is far more surprising, and far more
fascinating, than we could ever have imagined. He
reveals that it's as much about where we're from and
what we do, as who we are - and that no one, not
even a genius, ever makes it alone. Outliers will
change the way you think about your own life story,
and about what makes us all unique. 'Gladwell is not
only a brilliant storyteller; he can see what those
stories tell us, the lessons they contain' Guardian
'Malcolm Gladwell is a global phenomenon ... he has
a genius for making everything he writes seem like
an impossible adventure' Observer 'He is the best
kind of writer - the kind who makes you feel like
you're a genius, rather than he's a genius' The Times
The vibrant, sprawling saga of Empress Maria
Theresa—one of the most renowned women rulers in
history—and three of her extraordinary daughters,
including Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen of
France. Out of the thrilling and tempestuous
eighteenth century comes the sweeping family saga
of beautiful Maria Theresa, a sovereign of
uncommon strength and vision, the only woman ever
to inherit and rule the vast Habsburg Empire in her
own name, and three of her remarkable daughters:
lovely, talented Maria Christina, governor-general of
the Austrian Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina,
the resolute queen of Naples; and the youngest,
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Marie Antoinette, the glamorous, tragic queen of
France, and perhaps the most famous princess in
history. Unfolding against an irresistible backdrop of
brilliant courts from Vienna to Versailles, embracing
the exotic lure of Naples and Sicily, this epic history
of Maria Theresa and her daughters is a tour de
force of desire, adventure, ambition, treachery,
sorrow, and glory. Each of these women’s lives was
packed with passion and heart-stopping suspense.
Maria Theresa inherited her father’s thrones at the
age of twenty-three and was immediately attacked
on all sides by foreign powers confident that a
woman would to be too weak to defend herself.
Maria Christina, a gifted artist who alone among her
sisters succeeded in marrying for love, would face
the same dangers that destroyed the monarchy in
France. Resourceful Maria Carolina would usher in
the golden age of Naples only to face the deadly
whirlwind of Napoleon. And, finally, Marie Antoinette,
the doomed queen whose stylish excesses and
captivating notoriety have masked the truth about
her husband and herself for two hundred and fifty
years. Vividly written and deeply researched, In the
Shadow of the Empress is the riveting story of four
exceptional women who changed the course of
history.
"Citizen Kane does Adventureland." —The
Washington Post The outlandish, hilarious, terrifying,
and almost impossible-to-believe story of the
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legendary, dangerous amusement park where
millions were entertained and almost as many
bruises were sustained, told through the eyes of the
founder's son. Often called "Accident Park," "Class
Action Park," or "Traction Park," Action Park was an
American icon. Entertaining more than a million
people a year in the 1980s, the New Jersey-based
amusement playland placed no limits on danger or
fun, a monument to the anything-goes spirit of the
era that left guests in control of their own
adventures--sometimes with tragic results. Though it
closed its doors in 1996 after nearly twenty years, it
has remained a subject of constant fascination ever
since, an establishment completely anathema to our
modern culture of rules and safety. Action Park is the
first-ever unvarnished look at the history of this DIY
Disneyland, as seen through the eyes of Andy
Mulvihill, the son of the park's idiosyncratic founder,
Gene Mulvihill. From his early days testing
precarious rides to working his way up to chief
lifeguard of the infamous Wave Pool to later helping
run the whole park, Andy's story is equal parts
hilarious and moving, chronicling the life and death
of a uniquely American attraction, a wet and wild
1980s adolescence, and a son's struggle to
understand his father's quixotic quest to become the
Walt Disney of New Jersey. Packing in all of the
excitement of a day at Action Park, this is destined to
be one of the most unforgettable memoirs of the
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year.
Advances in genetics have begun to deliver on their
promise of new and improved approaches to the
prevention and treatment of human disease,
including the gene-based therapeutics. The
international sports community has begun to
recognize the potential harmful use of gene transfer
technology by athletes. The task of monitoring and
controlling sports doping must be a truly cooperative
effort, involving the cooperation of a range of local,
national, and international organizations. There are
very serious broad social and ethical issues at stake
that relate to our definition of sports and its role in
our society, as well as the social and ethical
principles that are challenged or breached through
sport doping, determining which forms of
performance enhancement – in sport or any other
realm of human activity – are acceptable, and what
makes the enhancement of sport performance
different from enhancement in other areas of human
activity (e.g., cosmetic surgery, mood and learning
enhancement through drugs, and drug-based
“treatment of physical and intellectual changes in
normal aging process). This book tackles all these
issues and more, serving as the first such focused
treatment of this increasingly important topic, which
has broad-based implications for science, medicine,
sports, and society.
In The Perfection Point, John Brenkus, host and creator
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of ESPN’s Emmy Award-winning “Sport Science,” uses
hard data and scientific research to uncover the absolute
limits of human performance. The Perfection Point is
ideal for sports fans interested in the scientific basis of
athletic excellence and a fascinating read for science
fans interested in the physics of sports.
In Faster, Higher, Stronger, veteran journalist Mark
McClusky brings readers behind the scenes with a new
generation of athletes, coaches and scientists, whose
accomplishments are changing our understanding of
human physical achievement and completely redefining
the limits of the human body . Brimming with cuttingedge science and gripping anecdotes it is a fascinating,
exhilarating look at how far we can push the boundaries
of our bodies and minds.
Tough and witty, SportsWorld is a well-known
commentator’s overview of the most significant form of
mass culture in America—sports. It’s a sweaty Oz that
has grown in a century from a crucible for character to a
complex of capitalism, a place where young people can
find both self-fulfillment and cruel exploitation, where
families can huddle in a sanctuary of entertainment and
be force fed values and where cities and countries can
be pillaged by greedy team owners and their paid-for
politicians. But this book is not just a screed, it’s a
guided visit with such heroes of sports as Muhammad
Ali, Billie Jean King, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, and Joe
Namath, who the author knew well, and with some he
met in passing, like Richard Nixon, who seemed never to
have gotten over missing the cut in college varsity
football, a major mark of manhood. We see how
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SportsWorld sensibilities help elect our politicians, judge
our children, fight our wars, and oppress our minorities.
And now featuring a new introduction by the
author,SportsWorld is a book that will provide the
foundation for understanding today’s world of sports and
the time of Trump. In the America of 2017—where the
SuperBowl is worth billions, athletes are penalized or
forced out of sports for political and anti-racist activism,
and Title IX is constantly questioned and
undermined—Robert Lipsyte’s 1975 critique remains
startlingly and intensely relevant.
Longlisted for the PEN/ESPN Award “Everything that’s
rousing and distressing about block-and-tackle football is
encompassed in Tropic of Football. . . illuminating.”
—Newsday How a tiny Pacific archipelago is producing
more players—from Troy Polamalu to Marcus Mariota—for
the NFL than anywhere else in the world, by an awardwinning sports historian Football is at a crossroads, its
future imperiled by the very physicality that drives its
popularity. Its grass roots—high school and youth travel
program—are withering. But players from the small South
Pacific American territory of Samoa are bucking that
trend, quietly becoming the most disproportionately
overrepresented culture in the sport. Jesse Sapolu,
Junior Seau, Troy Polamalu, and Marcus Mariota are
among the star players to emerge from the Samoan
islands, and more of their brethren suit up every season.
The very thing that makes them so good at football—their
extraordinary internalization of discipline and warrior selfimage—makes them especially vulnerable to its pitfalls,
including concussions and brain injuries. Award-winning
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sports historian Rob Ruck travels to the South Seas to
unravel American Samoa's complex ties with the United
States. He finds an island blighted by obesity, where
boys train on fields blistered with volcanic pebbles
wearing helmets that should have been discarded long
ago, incurring far more neurological damage than their
stateside counterparts and haunted by Junior Seau, who
committed suicide after a vaunted twenty-year NFL
career, unable to live with the demons that resulted from
chronic traumatic encephalopathy. Tropic of Football is a
gripping, bittersweet history of what may be football's last
frontier.
The #1 New York Times bestseller that has all America
talking: as seen/heard on CNN's Fareed Zakaria GPS,
Morning Joe, CBS This Morning, The Bill Simmons
Podcast, Rich Roll, and more. “The most important
business—and parenting—book of the year.” —Forbes
“Urgent and important. . . an essential read for bosses,
parents, coaches, and anyone who cares about
improving performance.” —Daniel H. Pink Shortlisted for
the Financial Times/McKinsey Business Book of the
Year Award Plenty of experts argue that anyone who
wants to develop a skill, play an instrument, or lead their
field should start early, focus intensely, and rack up as
many hours of deliberate practice as possible. If you
dabble or delay, you’ll never catch up to the people who
got a head start. But a closer look at research on the
world’s top performers, from professional athletes to
Nobel laureates, shows that early specialization is the
exception, not the rule. David Epstein examined the
world’s most successful athletes, artists, musicians,
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inventors, forecasters and scientists. He discovered that
in most fields—especially those that are complex and
unpredictable—generalists, not specialists, are primed to
excel. Generalists often find their path late, and they
juggle many interests rather than focusing on one.
They’re also more creative, more agile, and able to
make connections their more specialized peers can’t
see. Provocative, rigorous, and engrossing, Range
makes a compelling case for actively cultivating
inefficiency. Failing a test is the best way to learn.
Frequent quitters end up with the most fulfilling careers.
The most impactful inventors cross domains rather than
deepening their knowledge in a single area. As experts
silo themselves further while computers master more of
the skills once reserved for highly focused humans,
people who think broadly and embrace diverse
experiences and perspectives will increasingly thrive.
A behavioral economist and a veteran Sports Illustrated
writer analyze hidden influences and subtle biases that
shape sports plays, covering such topics as performance
pressures, the "home field advantage" and the
overpayment of athletic talent. Reprint.
Discover the next frontier in sports training—improving
your mental game, no matter your age or
experience—and how to become the Playmaker, both in
your professional and personal life. Coaches search for
it. Parents dream of it. Fans love it. Athletes want it. The
playmaker on any sports team possesses it: an elusive,
intangible quality combining anticipation, perception, and
decision-making skills. This quality raises their game
above the competition and allows them to pass when no
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one else can, anticipate the movement of opponents,
avoid costly mental mistakes, and ultimately, hold the
team together. Now, for the first time, cognitive science
research is revealing the secrets of the playmaker’s
keen sense of awareness. Just as tests of speed,
strength, and agility have provided a baseline of
physiological biomarkers, coaches can now capture
cognitive metrics including attention, pattern recognition,
anticipation, and the ability to take quick, decisive action
during the chaos of competition. The Playmaker’s
Advantage is a groundbreaking book that will educate
athletes of all ages about this essential creative
capability in an accessible, easy to understand method.
Traces the story of a talented young recruit, his coach,
and his teammates to reveal the realities behind
professional basketball and the sacrifices made by
prodigy players and their families.
"A gifted and thoughtful writer, Metzl brings us to the
frontiers of biology and technology, and reveals a world
full of promise and peril." — Siddhartha Mukherjee MD,
New York Times bestselling author of The Emperor of All
Maladies and The Gene Passionate, provocative, and
highly illuminating, Hacking Darwin is the must read book
about the future of our species for fans of Homo Deus
and The Gene. After 3.8 billion years humankind is about
to start evolving by new rules... From leading geopolitical
expert and technology futurist Jamie Metzl comes a
groundbreaking exploration of the many ways geneticengineering is shaking the core foundations of our lives —
sex, war, love, and death. At the dawn of the genetics
revolution, our DNA is becoming as readable, writable,
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and hackable as our information technology. But as
humanity starts retooling our own genetic code, the
choices we make today will be the difference between
realizing breathtaking advances in human well-being and
descending into a dangerous and potentially deadly
genetic arms race. Enter the laboratories where
scientists are turning science fiction into reality. Look
towards a future where our deepest beliefs, morals,
religions, and politics are challenged like never before
and the very essence of what it means to be human is at
play. When we can engineer our future children,
massively extend our lifespans, build life from scratch,
and recreate the plant and animal world, should we?
In this ground-breaking and entertaining exploration of
athletic success, award-winning writer David Epstein
gets to the heart of the great nature vs. nurture debate,
and explodes myths about how and why humans excel.
Along the way, Epstein exposes the flaws in the socalled 10,000-hour rule that states that rigorous practice
from a young age is the only route to success. He shows
why some skills that we imagine are innate are not âe"
like the bullet-fast reactions of a baseball player âe" and
why other characteristics that we assume are entirely
voluntary, like the motivation to practice, might in fact
have important genetic components. Throughout, The
Sports Gene forces us to rethink the very nature of
success.
With the advent of CRISPR gene-editing technology,
designer babies have become a reality. Françoise Baylis
insists that scientists alone cannot decide the terms of
this new era in human evolution. Members of the public,
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with diverse interests and perspectives, must have a role
in determining our future as a species.
A popular ESPN basketball analyst and former Duke
player reveals the successful work ethic he learned
under Mike "Coach K" Krzyzewski, tracing his career
while imparting the importance of his mentors' respective
definitions of toughness to explain how they can be
applied effectively to athletic and personal goals. 50,000
first printing.
The executive editor of "Sports Illustrated" and a
psychologist join forces to examine the behavior of those
involved in professional sports, explaining how athletes
can successfully put aside personal trauma on game day
and why people love to root for aloser.
"There is a new revolution happening in sports as more
and more athletes are basing their success on this gamechanging combination: health, nutrition, training,
recovery, and mindset. Unfortunately, the evidencebased techniques that the expert PhDs, academic
institutions, and professional performance staffs follow
can be in stark contrast to what many athletes actually
practice. When combined with the noise of social media,
old-school traditions, and bro-science, it can be difficult
to separate fact from fiction. Peak is a groundbreaking
book exploring the fundamentals of high performance
(not the fads), the importance of consistency (not
extreme effort), and the value of patience (not rapid
transformation). Dr. Marc Bubbs makes deep science
easy to understand, and with information from leading
experts who are influencing the top performers in sports
on how to achieve world-class success, he lays out the
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record-breaking feats of athleticism and strategies that
are rooted in this personalized approach.Dr. Bubbs
expertly brings together the worlds of health, nutrition,
and exercise and synthesizes the salient science into
actionable guidance. Regardless if you
In his latest graphic novel, Dragon Hoops, New York
Times bestselling author Gene Luen Yang turns the
spotlight on his life, his family, and the high school where
he teaches. Gene understands stories—comic book
stories, in particular. Big action. Bigger thrills. And the
hero always wins. But Gene doesn’t get sports. As a kid,
his friends called him “Stick” and every basketball game
he played ended in pain. He lost interest in basketball
long ago, but at the high school where he now teaches,
it's all anyone can talk about. The men’s varsity team,
the Dragons, is having a phenomenal season that’s
been decades in the making. Each victory brings them
closer to their ultimate goal: the California State
Championships. Once Gene gets to know these young
all-stars, he realizes that their story is just as thrilling as
anything he’s seen on a comic book page. He knows he
has to follow this epic to its end. What he doesn’t know
yet is that this season is not only going to change the
Dragons’s lives, but his own life as well.
The #1 New York Times bestseller by Tom Brady, sixtime Super Bowl champion and one of the NFL’s 100
Greatest Players of All Time. Revised, expanded, and
updated, the first book by Tampa Bay Buccaneers and
former New England Patriots quarterback Tom
Brady—who continues to play at an elite level into his
forties—a gorgeously illustrated and deeply practical
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“athlete’s bible” that reveals Brady’s revolutionary
approach to enhanced quality of life and performance
through recovery for athletes of all abilities and ages. In
this new edition of The TB12 Method, Tom Brady further
explains and details the revolutionary training,
conditioning, and wellness system that has kept him atop
the NFL at an age when most players are deep into
retirement. Brady—along with the expert Body Coaches
at TB12, the performance lifestyle brand he cofounded in
2013—explain the principles and philosophies of pliability,
a paradigm-shifting fitness concept that focuses on a
more natural, healthier way of exercising, training, and
living. Filled with lessons from Brady’s own training
regimen, The TB12 Method provides step-by-step
guidance on how develop and maintain one’s own peak
performance while dramatically decreasing injury risks.
This illustrated, highly visual manual also offers more
effective approaches to functional strength &
conditioning, proper hydration, supplementation,
cognitive fitness, restorative sleep, and nutritious, easyto-execute recipes to help readers fuel-up and recover.
Brady steadfastly believes that the TB12 approach has
kept him competitive while extending his career, and that
it can make any athlete, male or female, in any sport and
at any level achieve his or her own peak performance.
With instructions, drills, photos, in-depth case studies
that Brady himself has used, along with personal
anecdotes and experiences from his legendary career,
The TB12 Method gives you a better way to train and get
results with Tom Brady himself as living proof.
As seen in Time, USA TODAY, The Atlantic, The Wall
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Street Journal, and on CBS This Morning, BBC, PBS,
CNN, and NPR, iGen is crucial reading to understand
how the children, teens, and young adults born in the
mid-1990s and later are vastly different from their
Millennial predecessors, and from any other generation.
With generational divides wider than ever, parents,
educators, and employers have an urgent need to
understand today’s rising generation of teens and young
adults. Born in the mid-1990s up to the mid-2000s, iGen
is the first generation to spend their entire adolescence
in the age of the smartphone. With social media and
texting replacing other activities, iGen spends less time
with their friends in person—perhaps contributing to their
unprecedented levels of anxiety, depression, and
loneliness. But technology is not the only thing that
makes iGen distinct from every generation before them;
they are also different in how they spend their time, how
they behave, and in their attitudes toward religion,
sexuality, and politics. They socialize in completely new
ways, reject once sacred social taboos, and want
different things from their lives and careers. More than
previous generations, they are obsessed with safety,
focused on tolerance, and have no patience for
inequality. With the first members of iGen just graduating
from college, we all need to understand them: friends
and family need to look out for them; businesses must
figure out how to recruit them and sell to them; colleges
and universities must know how to educate and guide
them. And members of iGen also need to understand
themselves as they communicate with their elders and
explain their views to their older peers. Because where
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iGen goes, so goes our nation—and the world.
The New York Times bestseller – with a new afterword
about early specialization in youth sports – from the
author of Range: Why Generalists Triumph in a
Specialized World. The debate is as old as physical
competition. Are stars like Usain Bolt, Michael Phelps,
and Serena Williams genetic freaks put on Earth to
dominate their respective sports? Or are they simply
normal people who overcame their biological limits
through sheer force of will and obsessive training? In this
controversial and engaging exploration of athletic
success and the so-called 10,000-hour rule, David
Epstein tackles the great nature vs. nurture debate and
traces how far science has come in solving it. Through
on-the-ground reporting from below the equator and
above the Arctic Circle, revealing conversations with
leading scientists and Olympic champions, and
interviews with athletes who have rare genetic mutations
or physical traits, Epstein forces us to rethink the very
nature of athleticism.
The first in-depth look at Lance Armstrong's doping
scandal, the phenomenal business success built on the
back of fraud, and the greatest conspiracy in the history
of sports Lance Armstrong won a record-smashing
seven Tours de France after staring down cancer, and in
the process became an international symbol of resilience
and courage. In a sport constantly dogged by blooddoping scandals, he seemed above the fray. Then, in
January 2013, the legend imploded. He admitted doping
during the Tours and, in an interview with Oprah,
described his "mythic, perfect story" as "one big lie." But
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his admission raised more questions than it
answered—because he didn’t say who had helped him
dope or how he skillfully avoided getting caught. The
Wall Street Journal reporters Reed Albergotti and
Vanessa O'Connell broke the news at every turn. In
Wheelmen they reveal the broader story of how
Armstrong and his supporters used money, power, and
cutting-edge science to conquer the world’s most
difficult race. Wheelmen introduces U.S. Postal Service
Team owner Thom Weisel, who in a brazen power play
ousted USA Cycling's top leadership and gained control
of the sport in the United States, ensuring Armstrong’s
dominance. Meanwhile, sponsors fought over contracts
with Armstrong as the entire sport of cycling began to
benefit from the "Lance effect." What had been a quirky,
working-class hobby became the pastime of the Masters
of the Universe set. Wheelmen offers a riveting look at
what happens when enigmatic genius breaks loose from
the strictures of morality. It reveals the competitiveness
and ingenuity that sparked blood-doping as an accepted
practice, and shows how the Americans methodically
constructed an international operation of spies and
revolutionary technology to reach the top. It went on to
become a New York Times Bestseller, a Wall Street
Journal Business Bestseller, and win numerous awards,
including a Gold Medal for the Axiom Business Book
Awards. At last exposing the truth about Armstrong and
American cycling, Wheelmen paints a living portrait of
what is, without question, the greatest conspiracy in the
history of sports.
A lively, deeply reported tour of the science and
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strategies helping athletes like Tom Brady, Serena
Williams, Carli Lloyd, and LeBron James redefine the
notion of “peak age.” Season after season, today’s
sports superstars seem to defy the limits of physical
aging that inevitably sideline their competitors. How
much of the difference is genetic destiny and how much
can be attributed to better training, medicine and
technology? Is athletic longevity a skill that can be
taught, or a mental discipline that can be mastered? Can
career-ending injuries be predicted and avoided?
Journalist Jeff Bercovici spent extensive time with
professional and Olympic athletes, coaches and doctors
to find the answers to these questions. His quest led him
to training camps, tournaments, hospitals, anti-aging
clinics and Silicon Valley startups, where he tried out
cutting-edge treatments and technologies firsthand and
investigated the realities behind health fads like alkaline
diets, high-intensity interval training, and cryotherapy.
Through fascinating profiles and first-person anecdotes,
Bercovici illuminates the science and strategies
extending the careers of elite older athletes, uncovers
the latest advances in fields from nutrition to brain
science to virtual reality, and offers empowering insights
about how the rest of us can find peak performance at
any age.
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a
revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts
a future world in which all printed reading material is
burned.
Too much exercise can kill you. The Haywire Heart is the
first book to examine heart conditions in athletes.
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Intended for anyone who competes in endurance sports
like cycling, triathlon, running races of all distances, and
cross-country skiing, The Haywire Heart presents the
evidence that going too hard or too long can damage
your heart forever. You’ll find what to watch out for, what
to do about it, and how to protect your heart so you can
enjoy the sports you love for years to come. The Haywire
Heart shares the developing research into a group of
conditions known as “athlete’s heart”, starting with a
wide-ranging look at the warning signs, symptoms, and
how to recognize your potential risk. Leading cardiac
electrophysiologist and masters athlete Dr. John
Mandrola explores the prevention and treatment of heart
conditions in athletes like arrhythmia, atrial fibrillation and
flutter, tachycardia, hypertrophy, and coronary artery
disease. He reviews new research about exercise
intensity and duration, recovery, inflammation and
calcification, and the ways athletes inflict lasting harm.
These heart problems are appearing with alarming
frequency among masters athletes who are pushing their
bodies harder than ever in the hope that exercise will
keep them healthy and strong into their senior years. The
book is complete with gripping case studies of elite and
age-group athletes from journalist Chris Case—like the
scary condition that nearly killed cyclist and coauthor
Lennard Zinn—and includes a frank discussion of
exercise addiction and the mental habits that prevent
athletes from seeking medical help when they need it.
Dr. Mandrola explains why many doctors misdiagnose
heart conditions in athletes and offers an invaluable
guide on how to talk with your doctor about your
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condition and its proven treatments. He covers known
heart irritants, training and rest modifications, effective
medicines, and safe supplements that can reduce the
likelihood of heart damage from exercise. Heart
conditions affect hardcore athletes as well as those who
take up sports seeking better health and weight loss. The
Haywire Heart is a groundbreaking and critically
important guide to heart care for athletes. By protecting
your heart now and watching for the warning signs, you
can avoid crippling heart conditions and continue to
exercise and compete for years to come.
The 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games are likely to feature the
first transgender athlete, a topic that will be highly
contentious during the competition. But transgender and
intersex athletes such as Laurel Hubbard, Tifanny Abreu,
and Caster Semenya didn’t just turn up overnight. Both
intersex and transgender athletes have been
newsworthy stories for decades. In Sporting Gender: The
History, Science, and Stories of Transgender and
Intersex Athletes, Joanna Harper provides an in-depth
examination of why gender diverse athletes are so
controversial. She not only delves into the history of
these athletes and their personal stories, but also
explains in a highly accessible manner the science
behind their gender diversity and why the science is
important for regulatory committees—and the general
public—to consider when evaluating sports performance.
Sporting Gender gives the reader a perspective that is
both broad in scope and yet detailed enough to grasp
the nuances that are central in understanding the
controversies over intersex and transgender athletes.
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Featuring personal investigations from the author, who
has had first-person access to some of the most
significant recent developments in this complex arena,
this book provides fascinating insight into sex, gender,
and sports.
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